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 Abstract: Currently there are billions of internet users worldwide. A primary function of Web sites is to serve necessary information 
to the users. But Web sites are not always as successful or as usable as they could be. Discovery of required information in a website is 
a difficult task. Web site effectiveness depends on need of users. Web site users can encounter various problems when trying to acquire 
knowledge from a Web site and trying to use a Web site's functionalities. It is important to improve the navigation of website because 
they are mostly use for collecting information and for business purpose. Thus, it is important for the provider of a Web site to ensure 
that it is developed in a way that it should be useful for users. Designing a website which efficiently and effectively retrieves required 
Web pages on the Web is becoming a challenge. A main primary cause is that web developers may have understanding of how a web 
site should be design can be different from that of users this cause will lead to the problem for user to locate their intended 
information, however, the measure of website effectiveness should be the satisfaction of the users rather than that of the developers. 
Various techniques have been proposed to solve the problems. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Today internet is widely used by people around the world. 
Huge amount of information available on internet. It connect 
peoples to share information. Social site like Facebook 
connect individuals to each other. This tremendous increase 
in the use of internet leads the researcher, service provider to 
increase the functionality and usability of this source of 
information. In order to fulfill needs of users, providers 
investing heavily in maintenance and development in their 
websites. Discovery of required information in a website are 
a difficult task. If the user is not able to reach their intended 
information, then the user can exit the website even 
containing more quality information.  
 
The process of obtaining useful information from World 
Wide Web is known as web mining. Web mining is a huge 
area and web mining techniques are used to solve problems 
related to information retrieval. It uses various data mining 
algorithms to extract information from websites. There are 
different types web mining: web content mining, usage 
mining and structure mining.  

 
1.1 Web Content Mining 
 
Extract information from web content. It is also known as 
text mining.  
 
1.2 Web Structure Mining 
 
Extract information from web structure.  
 
1.3 Web Usage mining: 
 
Extracting and analyzing information from web server logs. 
Data mining algorithms are used to evaluate the information. 
The main cause of poor website design is that the web 

developers understanding is different from that of 
users[2].Previous studies focus on various approaches 
related to website design to find the desired information like 
understanding web structure[5],finding the best relevant web 
page[6]. There are two ways to improve website navigation: 
Web personalization and Web Transformation. Web 
personalization deals with individual user and web logs are 
created by user’s activity on website while Web 
transformation approach deals with structure of website 
which is applicable for all users[3]. In this paper a survey is 
based on transformation approach, which mainly focuses on 
reorganizing the complete website structure. But this results 
into difficulty for users. So improving website structure 
rather than reorganize is more beneficial. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
The fast growing number of internet users leads to numerous 
study on improving user navigation based on webserver 
logs. They are classified into web personalization and web 
transformation. There are several differences in web 
transformation and personalization. Transformation 
approaches modify the structure of a website which is 
applicable for all users, while personalization approaches 
applicable for individual users. To understand the user 
preferences, personalization approaches need to collect 
information associated with individual users. This is time 
consuming process not required in transformation. 
 
Transformation approaches use weblog files and do not need 
to collect individual user information. Thus, personalization 
approaches are more suitable for dynamic websites and 
transformation approaches are more appropriate for static 
websites. Web personalization [19] is the process of finding 
relevant information from webpages according to particular 
user’s need, by using user’s profile data. Perkowitz and 
Etzioni [3] describe this Web personalization approach in 
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which index page contain links to particular pages based on 
the frequency of user traversal. However the method 
proposed by Mobasher et al. [15],[16] and Yan et al. [18] 
consist of weblogs which are retrieve using clustering. These 
clusters of user profile dynamically generate links for users 
according to their access pattern.  
 
Nakagawa and Mobasher [19]presents an idea in which 
degree of connectivity is calculated to find out the user 
location. It is a hybrid personalization system. Bamshad 
Mobasher1, Honghua Dai, Tao Luo, Miki Nakagawa 
develop two techniques based on clustering, to generate 
collective profiles that can be used for recommendation 
system to improve web personalization by using user profile. 
B. Mobasher , R.Cooley, J. Srivastava describe an approach 
where near about all web mining techniques and activities 
are used for web personalization. They propose automatic 
and dynamic web personalization. B.Mobesher, R. Cooley 
and J.srivastava have developed an approach where they 
collect information about users offline task and mining data. 
They have proposed a technique to gather user profiles using 
association rule discovery and uses based clustering. 
 
Web transformation is the process of changing structure of 
website to improve navigation far all users [22] rather than 
personalizing webpages for individual users. Fu et al. [26] 
proposed a method to reorganize Webpages to provide 
required information to users in few clicks. But, this method 
considers only local structures in a website rather than the 
whole site, so the new structure may not an optimal solution. 
Gupta et al. [12] describe an approach based on finding 
maximum links form user preference data in websites for 
both wired and wireless devices. However, this approach 
takes relatively a long time to run even for a small website. 
Lin [13] proposed integer programming models that uses 
inter relationship between the web pages to reorganize a 
website. In addition, this model used to reduce the 
computation time. However, it is applicable to small 
websites only, for large websites this model still requires 
very long computation time. 
 
Lin and Tseng [22] propose an ant colony system to improve 
website structures. Their approach provide solutions in a less 
time. It is also useful for small websites. It not appropriate 
for large websites. W. Yan , M. Jacobsen, H. Garcia-Molina 
and U. Dayal develope an approach in which users are 
classified based on pages that user visits. Using web pages 
logs , groups are made on the basis of users which visit 
similar pages. This data is used to improve navigation. 
According to users group they recommend links 
dynamically. Dean and Henzinger proposed algorithm to 
find relevant pages from page similarities. Page source 
consist of siblings and they are compare to parent pages 
when visited by users. According to this concept they find 
the relevant pages. Zhai and Liu describe an algorithm to 
extract a template using structural as well as visual layout 
information. Min Chen and Young U. Ryu [1] develops a 
mathematical programming model to enhance the navigation 
. This model uses web log files to do the changes in 
structure. Mini sessions are calculated and backtracking 
algorithm is used to find backtrack pages with the help of 

mini sessions. This model improve navigation with 
minimum alteration in current website structure. 
 
3. Issues in Website Restructuring 
 
This survey based on the literature which improves user 
navigation by examining issue. Previous work on website 
structure improvement i.e. Web transformation approach 
having some issues. So there is need to work on these. Some 
algorithms or techniques are applicable to only small 
websites. Some are time consuming. Method describe in [1] 
do not consider user access pattern due to which accuracy of 
finding target is low. Efficiency is the most important issue 
while restructuring. Web transformation approach can be 
further improved by using various data mining algorithms 
for accuracy. This is important when websites are regularly 
improved. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we have presented a literature survey on 
Enhancing user navigation by using web transformation 
approach. Web transformations approaches mainly focus on 
developing methods to create or modify the link structure of 
a website. Various web transformation techniques are listed 
and current issues also examined in this survey. 
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